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There will be no state of emergency, but authorities are working to bring instigators of the week’s violence to book, the president said on Friday night ...
‘We will extinguish the fires that are raging’- Ramaphosa
The death toll from the violence in KwaZulu-Natal stood at 91, with 39 incidents reported overnight in the province, Ntshavheni said. A total of 1 478
people had been arrested for looting and ...
91 dead as KwaZulu-Natal remains volatile
Trust me, I’m a doctor. As the Covid-19 pandemic continues to wreak havoc in our country, those who seek to cause confusion, chaos, and public harm,
have powerful tools of mis- and disinformation to ...
Disinformation in a time of Covid-19: Weekly Trends in South Africa
DarkSide soon proved it wasn’t bluffing, unleashing a string of attacks. This month ... “I have confirmation DarkSide is re-using their RSA keys,” Gillespie
wrote to the Hunting Team ...
The Colonial Pipeline Ransomware Hackers Had a Secret Weapon: Self-Promoting Cybersecurity Firms
The 2021 HBO documentary Q: Into the Storm spent most of its energy trying to unmask the author of the cryptic "Q drops ... a programmer from South
Africa known online as BaruchTheScribe.
QAnon isn't about Q, and 6 other things we learned from 'The Storm is Upon Us'
In typical fashion, having polarised some teammates who felt his cryptic melodrama unnecessarily ... made on the potency of South Africa's pace-bowling
attack and the form allrounder Jacques ...
Sliding doors: What if SA had won the '99 World Cup semi?
Zuma has a loyal following among many grassroots ANC members -- they see him as a hero of the liberation struggle who has been treated unfairly South
Africa's top court on June 29 slapped Zuma ...
South Africa's ex-president Zuma is jailed after landmark ruling
The death of Georgian cameraman Alexader Lashkarava sparked protests inside the Parliament in Georgia. (Credits: AP) ...
Georgia journalists honour dead cameraman Alexander Lashkarava who was beaten by mob
Brazil and South Africa. "We can learn a great deal from these people who were infected in the first wave in Australia, as they were infected with the same
variant that our current vaccines are ...
Scientists find how immune system reacts to Covid variants
He sails through lights with an unearned confidence, directing traffic with cryptic hand gestures ... He had just returned from a trip to South Africa for a
Thrasher event, touring the country ...
Thrashed: How a San Francisco magazine came to rule the skating world
Not giving out cryptic clues. I am just saying a new squad will have to be selected for the England series and obviously the conditions are going to be a lot
different in South Africa. The ...
Team's cause was more important than scoring 50 or 100: Hashim Amla
Jovenel Moïse was killed in an attack on his private residence on the outskirts of the capital, Port-au-Prince. The authorities said late Wednesday that they
had intercepted “suspected assassins.” ...
Hours After Haiti’s President Is Assassinated, 4 Suspects Are Killed and 2 Arrested
Peter John Moore Acn 610 967 416 Pty Ltd Formerly Known As Rsa Civil Pty Ltd, ABN: 92610967416, Main Business Location: NSW 2148, Notice
Date: February 3, 2021, Liquidator: Daniel Frisken Norska ...
Liquidations listed in the Blacktown council area, updated hourly for July 15
But while British and Irish Lions duties in South Africa and injuries have meant a much-changed selection ... required in every single aspect of the game to
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give us go-forward in attack and defence.” ...
Wales lock Will Rowlands relishing the physical challenge of Argentina
Lungi Ngidi took 5-19 and Anrich Nortje 4-35 as South Africa bowled out the West Indies for 97 on the opening day of the first cricket Test. Ngidi claimed
his second five-wicket bag in Tests and ...
1st Test: Ngidi five-for hands South Africa control, West Indies all out for 97
For those unfamiliar with this somewhat cryptic statement ... Australia, Uganda and South Africa. He is a frequent radio guest in Cork, Ireland. He is the
Boys Varsity Soccer Coach at St. Mary ...
What We Really Need for Father's Day: The Wisdom of Serpents
ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada (AP) — South Africa turned the tables on the West Indies in the second match of their Twenty20 series on Sunday, winning by 16
runs to level the five-match series at 1-1. Only 24 ...
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